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The structures and thermodynamic properties of 32 cations of composition [HSn]+ with n ) 2-8 have been
studied by ab initio methods at the G3X(MP2) level of theory. In the global minimum structures, the proton
binds to a single sulfur atom and, except forn ) 2, this also holds for the less stable isomers. The binding
energies at 0 K range from 619.4 kJ mol-1 in [HS2]+ to 835.6 kJ mol-1 in [S5-SH]+, which represents the
global minimum structure of composition [HS6]+. The protonated branched rings are also the global minimum
structures in the case of S7 and S8, whereas [HS5]+ is most stable with a five-membered homocycle. The
smaller cations [HSn]+ (n ) 2-4) are all chainlike with the hydrogen atom at a chain end. Unexpectedly,
singlet chainlike structures of [HSn]+ (n ) 2-8) with the hydrogen terminating the chain at one end are more
stable than the corresponding triplet chains. The protonation of neutral sulfur molecules always takes place
at the atom of highest negative charge and the charge transfer to the proton is between 0.77 and 0.86 electrons.
The S-H bond lengths are calculated as in the range 135-139 pm. The effect of protonation on the sulfur-
sulfur bonds is dramatic, as can be seen in the strong bond length alternation within the cyclic or chainlike
structures with the weakest SS bonds originating from the three-coordinate atoms. Hence, there is a pronounced
bond activation by protonation. The calculated gas-phase basicities of S6 and S8 are in good accord with the
experimental values.

1. Introduction

Sulfur-sulfur bonds are important and fairly reactive building
blocks in many organic, inorganic, and biological molecules.
Although the cleavage of S-S bonds under redox conditions
as well as on nucleophilic attack has been extensively studied,
the electrophilic attack by cations has received much less
attention.1 This is somewhat surprising because bonds between
two-coordinate sulfur atoms are electron-rich systems that should
strongly attract electrophilic reagents. The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) in such an S-S bond is the
antibondingπ* MO originating from the overlap of the two 3p
atomic orbitals that are approximately orthogonal to the two
neighboringσ bonds and that are fully occupied.2,3 The gas-
phase ionization energies of the cyclic Sn molecules such as S6

and S8 containing “normal” SS bonds (-S-S-) with torsion
angles close to 90° are approximately 9 eV. However, if one
torsion angle is much smaller or larger than 90° (e.g., due to
the smaller or larger ring size compared to S8) the ionization
energies are smaller because of the larger overlap of the two
mentioned 3p orbitals and the larger energetic splitting between
the resultingπ and π* MOs. For example, the experimental
ionization energy ofcyclo-S6 (9.00 eV;4 torsion angle 73.8° 5)
is slightly smaller than that ofcyclo-S8 (9.04 eV;4 torsion angle
98.5° 6). In cyclo-S7 one torsion angle has the value 0° 7 resulting
in a considerably lower ionization energy of 8.67 eV.4

From the above considerations, it follows that removal of
electron density from an-S-S- bond should increase the bond

strength and change the torsion angle toward a more planar
structure. In fact, the radical cations H2S2

•+ 8 and Me2S2
•+ 9 are

characterized by trans-planar structural units X-S-S-X (C2h

symmetry) with S-S bond lengths of 201.0 and 200.3 pm,
respectively, at the MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory. These
internuclear distances are by ca. 5 pm shorter than those
calculated for the corresponding neutral molecules. The adiabatic
ionization energy of dimethyl disulfane Me2S2 is 8.18( 0.039

or 8.20( 0.04 eV.10

The structures of the monocations S6
+ and S7

+ have recently
been calculated with the B3PW91 method. The cation S6

+ (D3d

symmetry) adopts a chair conformation11,12 that is much more
flat (torsion angleτ ) 62.4°) than in the neutral molecule (τ )
73°). The seven-membered ring of the S7

+ cation is ap-
proximately ofC2 symmetry11 rather thanCs, as observed7 and
calculated13 for S7.

The simplest electrophile to react with a molecule in the gas
phase is the proton, and in this context the gas-phase basicity
or proton affinity of the species Sn is usually defined as the
negative reaction energy, enthalpy, or Gibbs energy of the
reaction, as shown in

In real experiments of this type, the structures or conforma-
tions of the Sn fragments may be different on both sides of eq
1. However, if the neutral and the protonated forms are derived
from the same structure, then the reaction energy is also called
the “binding energy” of the proton.

The molecule S3 is of C2V symmetry in its ground state.13 It
has been reported that the trans-planar cation [HSSS]+ represents
the global minimum structure at the QCISD(T)//HF level of
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Sn(g) + H+(g) f [HSn]
+(g) (1)
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theory whereas the cis conformer was found to be slightly less
stable, by 5 kJ mol-1. Much less stable are branched and cyclic
isomers of [HS3]+.14 Protonation of the global minimum
structure of S4 (C2V symmetry13) was found to produce a
chainlike cation [HSSSS]+ of C1 symmetry as the global
minimum structure at the G2(MP2) level, with the four sulfur
atoms in a cis-planar arrangement and the hydrogen atom nearly
trans-planar to the sulfur chain. However, three more local
energy minima have been identified on the potential energy
hypersurface (PES). A trans-planar sulfur-chain structure with
the SSSH unit in a gauche conformation was found to be by 7
kJ mol-1 less stable than the global minimum structure.15 In
the case of protonatedcyclo-S6, two cyclic and three chainlike
structures were calculated at the G2(MP2) level with the
branched ring [S5-S-H]+ as the global minimum structure.
The protonated six-membered ring [HS6]+ of Cs symmetry with
the proton in an axial position was reported to be by 8 kJ mol-1

less stable.15 Protonation ofcyclo-S8 has been studied only at
the MP2/6-31G(d)//HF/6-31G(d) level, and the branched ring
structure [S7-S-H]+ was found to be slightly more stable (by
8 kJ mol-1) than the eight-membered ring in octathiocan-1-
ium [HS8]+ and considerably more stable (by 19 kJ mol-1) than
the second branched ring isomer of connectivity [S6-S-S-
H]+.15

By means of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
spectroscopy the protonation of the gaseous homocycles S6 (D3d

symmetry) and S8 (D4d) has been determined as exothermic by
-702 and-783 kJ mol-1, respectively (Gibbs energies of
protonation;(1 kJ mol-1).15 Although the structures of the
species [HS6]+ and [HS8]+ produced in these experiments are
unknown, the basicity data obtained are comparable to the
protonation enthalpy of H2S, which has been calculated at the
G2 level of theory as-702 kJ mol-1 at 298 K,16 in excellent
agreement with previous calculations17 and with the experi-
mental value of-705 kJ mol-1.18 To the best of our knowledge,
protonation experiments of sulfur rings in solution have not been
reported.

In this work, we have systematically studied the protonation
of several isomers of all homoatomic sulfur molecules from S2

to S8 at the G3X(MP2) level of theory. The proton is expected
to serve as a probe for the location of the maximum electron
density within a given molecule.

2. Computational Details

Standard ab initio calculations were carried out with the
Gaussian 98 series of programs19 at the G3X(MP2) level of
theory.20 This theory corresponds effectively to the QCISD(T)/
G3XL//B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) energy together with zero-point
vibrational and isogyric corrections. The G3X(MP2) theory
represents a modification of the G3(MP2) theory21 with three
important changes: (1) B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) geometry, (2)
B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) zero-point energy, and (3) addition of a
g polarization function to the G3Large basis set for the second-
row atoms at the Hartree-Fock level. All three features are
particularly important for the proper description of the sulfur-
containing compounds examined in this work. For instance, the
geometries and stabilities of several cluster species are poorly
predicted by the MP2 theory.22 Harmonic fundamental vibrations
were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) level to characterize
stationary points as equilibrium structures, with all frequencies
real, and transition states, with one imaginary frequency. To
calculate the Gibbs energy of the proton, a value of 6.197 kJ
mol-1 was used for the temperature correction (H298 - H0) and
a value of 108.946 J mol-1 K-1 was used for the entropy (S298).23

For all investigated molecules, a charge density analysis was
performed using the natural bond orbital (NBO) approach based
on the B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) wave function.24 NBO atomic
charges of small molecules have recently been demonstrated
to agree well with experimental values obtained from X-ray
diffraction data.25 Unless otherwise noted, all relative energies
reported in this publication are given as∆E0 and correspond to
the G3X(MP2) level.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Geometrical Structures and Relative Energies.3.1.1.
Disulfur. In contrast to the triplet ground state of disulfur (3S2),
the protonated form [HS2]+ favors a singlet ground state (1a).
The triplet form1b lies 46.4 kJ mol-1 above the singlet state.
This reversal of preference can be rationalized in terms of the
greater two-electron stabilization in the singlet state over the
one-electron stabilization in the triplet state. The bent singlet
cation [HS2]+ has an S-S bond distance (189.0 pm) shorter
than that calculated for3S2 (191.2 pm) and a bond angle of
103.0° (see Figure 1). Evidently, antibonding electron density
is withdrawn from the S2 unit to form the S-H bond, which is
slightly longer (137.6 pm) than in the other species with one-
coordinate hydrogen reported below. The NBO atomic charges
indicate that 0.80 electrons are transferred from the S2 unit to
the proton, leaving the sulfur atoms with charges of 0.42
(central) and 0.38 (terminal). The binding energies of the singlet
and triplet [HS2]+ are 731.0 and 619.4 kJ mol-1, respectively.

Interestingly, a symmetrical singlet [HS2]+ structure ofC2V
symmetry with a bridging hydrogen atom (1c) is predicted to
be a minimum on the PES, but this structure is considerably
less stable than1a, by 253.6 kJ mol-1 (Table 1). Its geometrical
parameters (dSS) 200.2 pm,dSH ) 159.1 pm,R ) 51.0°) clearly
show that the bond energies must be much lower than in the
global minimum structure (Figure 1). The charge on the
hydrogen atom is nevertheless the same (+0.20).

3.1.2. Trisulfur. The geometry of S3 is of C2V symmetry. The
calculated geometrical parameters (193.9 pm and 118.2°) agree
well with the recently determined experimental structure [191.7-
(1) pm and 117.36(6)°].26 The NBO charges are 0.32 for the
central and-0.16 for the terminal atoms (see Figure 2). Thus,
the protonation is expected to take place at one of the terminal
atoms. The chainlike trans-planar [HSSS]+ ion 2a of Cs

symmetry (see Figure 1) is calculated to be the global minimum
structure, consistent with previous DFT and QCISD(T)//HF
calculations by Mineva et al.14 At the G3X(MP2) level, the cis
isomer2b is by just 6.4 kJ mol-1 less stable than the trans form
(Table 1). The cis form is not stabilized by an intramolecular
H‚‚‚S interaction between the two terminal atoms of the chain
because the distance between these atoms of 307.7 pm is too
large although the HSS angle (89°) is rather small. Furthermore,
these atoms both bear a positive charge of 0.20. The very short
SS bonds of 188 pm at the chain ends of2a and 2b are
remarkable. Protonation at the central atom of S3 is rather
unfavorable. It yields aC2V structure that is 131.7 kJ mol-1

higher in energy. For the cyclic S3 isomer, protonation leads to
2c (Figure 1), which lies 48.1 kJ mol-1 above the global energy
minimum (2a).

3.1.3. Tetrasulfur.The cis-planar structure of the free S4

molecule (C2V symmetry) is now well established theoretically22

and has recently also been detected in sulfur vapor exposed to
an electrical discharge.27 The central bond [calcd 212.7/exp 217-
(3) pm] is considerably longer than the two terminal bonds
[192.2/189.9(7) pm]. The bond angles [107.4°/103.9(8)°] have
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“normal” values. The NBO charges are+0.17 for the two central
and-0.17 for the terminal atoms (Figure 2). On protonation,
the cis-planar chainlike ion [HSSSS]+ of Cs symmetry (3a) is
predicted to be the global minimum structure (Figure 1).
However, previous calculations favored a nonplanar cis con-
formation of the sulfur chain and the hydrogen atom nearly
trans-planar to the sulfur atoms.15 The [HS4]+ structure, as
shown in Figure 1, is stabilized by an intramolecular hydrogen
bond between the two terminal atoms, separated by only 215.5
pm. Because the hydrogen atom may occupy one of two
equivalent positions between the two terminal sulfur atoms, a

double minimum potential is to be expected for the energy
dependence on the hydrogen atom position. The calculated
barrier for the proton transfer is just 5.6 kJ mol-1. The NBO
charges of3a are presented in Figure 3. The trans isomer (3b)
is calculated to be 22.2 kJ mol-1 less stable than the cis form
(Table 1). Interestingly,3b is nonplanar, with an SSSH torsion
angle of 107.6° (Figure 1).

The S4 molecule is known to exist as several isomers in sulfur
vapor22,28 and one of these isomers has been proposed to be a
branched three-membered ring S3dS.29 Protonation of this
species at the exocyclic atom produces the cation [S3sSH]+

(3c) of C1 symmetry (Figure 1), which is 55.1 kJ mol-1 less
stable than3a. The SsH group is slightly oriented toward the
S-S bond of length 207.6 pm of the S3 triangle, thus lowering
the symmetry from the expectedCs to C1. Protonation of the
unbranched cyclic S4 isomer results in3d (Figure 1), which is
significantly higher in energy (109.8 kJ mol-1 above3a).

3.1.4. Pentasulfur.The S5 molecule forms a five-membered
ring of envelope conformation (Cs symmetry),13 with a planar
arrangement of four atoms (Figure 2). The torsion angle of zero
at the unique bond results in a maximum overlap of the
nonbonding 3p orbitals of localπ-symmetry at this bond, and
consequently, the HOMO will be centered at these atoms. In
fact, the NBO charges of the corresponding atoms (-0.03) are
the most negative in the molecule (Figure 2). Therefore, it is
not suprizing that the protonation takes place at one of these
two atoms. The lowest energy homocyclic cation [HS5]+ (4a)
has no symmetry at all (Figure 1). The hydrogen atom occupies
an axial position. The increase in coordination number at the
protonated atom changes the formerly planar arrangement to a
nonplanar structure with an SSSS torsion angle of 15.4°, but
the overall conformation of the five-membered ring is still the
same as in S5. The SS bond involving the three-coordinate atom
is lengthened from 221.0 to 229.2 pm upon protonation (Figure
1). The atomic charge on the three-coordinate atom is 0.27 and
on the hydrogen atom is 0.22 (Figure 3).

A branched four-membered ring isomer [S4-SH]+ (4b)
protonated at the exocyclic atom is ofCs symmetry (see Figure

Figure 1. Optimized [B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p)] geometries of the various HS2
+, HS3

+, HS4
+, and HS5

+ isomers. Selected structural parameters are
given, with bond lengths in picometers and bond angles (in italics) and torsional angles in degrees.

TABLE 1: Calculated G3X(MP2) Total Energies (Hartrees)
and Relative Energies (kJ mol-1), and Dipole Moments (µ,
Debye) of the Ions HSn+ (n ) 2-8)

relative
energy

species symmetry
total

energy ∆E0 ∆H298 µa

S2H+ bent (singlet) (1a) Cs -795.74654 0.0 0.0 1.59
S2H+ bent (triplet) (1b) Cs -795.72866 46.4 46.7 1.18
S2H+ bridged (1c) C2V -795.64994 253.6 253.9 0.59
S3H+ trans chain (2a) Cs -1193.54507 0.0 0.0 1.69
S3H+ cis chain (2b) Cs -1193.54261 6.4 6.5 1.11
S3H+ 3-ring (2c) Cs -1193.52673 48.1 47.2 2.13
S4H+ cis chain (3a) Cs -1591.32521 0.0 0.0 1.76
S4H+ trans chain (3b) C1 -1591.31674 22.2 23.5 1.00
S4H+ branched (3c) C1 -1591.30423 55.1 55.8 1.69
S4H+ 4-ring (3d) Cs -1591.28341 109.8 109.0 2.40
S5H+ 5-ring (4a) C1 -1989.09754 0.0 0.0 2.23
S5H+ branched (4b) C1 -1989.06490 85.7 86.7 1.17
S5H+ chain (4c) C1 -1989.09025 19.1 21.1 1.10
S6H+ branched (5b) C1 -2386.87390 0.0 0.0 2.13
S6H+ 6-ring (5a) Cs -2386.86971 11.0 10.1 2.71
S6H+ branched (5c) C1 -2386.86767 16.3 17.6 1.57
S6H+ chain (5d) C1 -2386.85760 42.8 44.5 1.62
S7H+ branched (6b) C1 -2784.64604 0.0 0.0 1.43
S7H+ 7-ring (6a) C1 -2784.64535 1.8 1.5 3.03
S8H+ branched (7c) C1 -3182.42352 0.0 0.0 3.03
S8H+ branched (7b) C1 -3182.42063 7.6 7.2 3.54
S8H+ 8-ring (7a) Cs -3182.41641 18.7 17.6 4.67

a B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) values.
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1), but its energy is 85.7 kJ mol-1 above the global energy
minimum. The S-H bond points toward the rather flat four-
membered ring (bond angles within the ring starting at the three-
coordinate atom: 84.1°, 87.0°, and 88.7°), but there is no
additional S‚‚‚H interaction. More stable than the protonated
branched ring is the singlet open chain isomer4c (Figure 1). It
has a relative energy of only 19.1 kJ mol-1. In other words, the
ring opening reaction of protonated S5 (4a) requires an enthalpy
of just 19 kJ mol-1! Remarkably, this ring opening takes place
on the singlet PES of [HS5]+, in sharp contrast to the ring
opening of the S5 molecule which produces a triplet chain.30

The triplet chain structure of [HS5]+ is much less stable than
the singlet chain4c, by 67.1 kJ mol-1 (Table 2).

3.1.5. Hexasulfur.The formal protonation of the ground-state
chairlike structure ofcyclo-S6 (D3d symmetry) takes place at a
single atom rather than bridging a bond. The cation [HS6]+ (5a)
is of Cs symmetry with an axial arrangement of the SH bond
(see Figure 4). The equatorial conformer is by 5.5 kJ mol-1

less stable. The preference of the axial form may be rationalized
in terms of the stronger lone-pair-lone-pair repulsion in the
equatorial form. In5a, there is a transfer of 0.79 electrons to
the proton (Figure 3). This charge-transfer induces a symmetrical

Figure 2. NBO atomic charges [B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p)] of the neutral Sn molecules (n ) 2-8).

Figure 3. NBO atomic charges [B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p)] of the ions HSn
+ (n ) 2-8).
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bond length alternation within the homocycle with the two bonds
originating from the three-coordinate atom (213.9 pm) becoming
longer, the neighboring bonds shrinking from 209.0 pm in S6

to 206.8 pm and the two other bonds remaining almost
unchanged (208.5 pm). However, this ion with a six-membered
ring is not the global minimum structure in the gas phase.
Rather, the branched ion [S5-SH]+ (5b) is by 11.0 kJ mol-1

more stable (Table 1). Although this structure had been found
before,15 our calculated branched cation geometry is quite
different, with the longest SS distance of 224.4 pm (see Figure
4) rather than 251.7 pm.15 Nevertheless, the protonation of the
symmetrical homocycle S6 activates one of the sulfur-sulfur
bonds considerably. Remarkably, the hydrogen atom of the axial
SH group is turned away from the five-membered ring, which
has a similar conformation as in the S5 molecule. The SH group
is connected to the homocycle at the same atom to which the
proton is attached in the related cation [HS5]+ (4a). The torsion
angle HSSS to the longest bond of the cycle is 108.6°.

In recent theoretical studies of S6,31,32 a trigonal prism
structure was found as a stable isomer of hexasulfur, which lies
51 kJ mol-1 above the most stable chair form.32 On protonation,
the prism rearranges to a branched ring structure (5c) with an
exocyclic SH group in an axial position but with a very long
SS bond of length 274 pm between the formal chain end and
the atom bearing the SH group (Figure 4). The HSSS torsion

angle is-156.6°. This branched form is 16.3 kJ mol-1 less
stable than the global minimum structure5b (Table 1).

Somewhat less stable, by 42.8 kJ mol-1 compared to5b, is
the singlet open chain structure5d, which is of C1 symmetry
and which shows a very pronounced bond alternation effect
(Figure 4). In this chain, the four torsion angles, starting from
the hydrogen atom, are-80.9°, -89.6°, -101.2°, and-1.0°.
The bonding in this remarkable ion can approximately be
described by the following Lewis structure:

The NBO atomic charges of5d are (from left to right): 0.13,
0.38, 0.18, 0.06, 0.07, 0.01, and 0.18.

The thermodynamic data of5a-c show that the ring opening
of [HS6]+ (5a) requires a reaction enthalpy of only 20.8 kJ mol-1

and produces a singlet chain (Table 2). Starting from the global
minimum structure5b, the reaction enthalpy is predicted as 42.8
kJ mol-1. The branched structure5c may be an intermediate in
the latter reaction. As with [HS5]+, the triplet chain is
significantly less stable than the singlet, by 46.2 kJ mol-1 (Table
2). The terminal planar S4 unit in 5d is similar to that in4c.
This cis-planar arrangement of the S4 unit is prevalent in the
longer singlet [HSn]+ chains as well as in the triplet Sn chains.30

3.1.6. Heptasulfur.Thecyclo-S7 molecule is ofCs symmetry
(Figure 2) with a distinct bond length alternation pattern (starting
at the unique atom: 207.1, 212.9, 200.9, and 222.1 pm). As in
the case ofcyclo-S5, there is a planar arrangement of four atoms
with a torsion angle of zero. The HOMO is centered at this S4

unit. The two atoms forming this bond are negatively charged
by -0.02 (Figure 2). The formal protonation ofcyclo-S7 takes
place at one of the atoms, forming the unique bond withτ )
0°. This bond opens up from 222.1 pm in S7 to 230.7 pm in
[HS7]+ (6a), whereas the SSSS torsion angle increases from

TABLE 2: Calculated G3X(MP2) Relative Energies (∆E0,
kJ mol-1) of the Branched and Open-Chain HSn+ (n ) 5-8)
Isomers

species unbranched ring branched ring singlet chain triplet chain

S4H+ 0.0 -54.7 -109.8 -14.7
S5H+ 0.0 85.7 19.1 86.2
S6H+ 0.0 -11.0 31.8 78.0
S7H+ 0.0 -1.8 45.2 95.8
S8H+ 0.0 -18.7 50.6 140.2

Figure 4. Optimized [B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p)] geometries of the various HS6
+, HS7

+, and HS8
+ isomers. Selected structural parameters are given,

with bond lengths in picometers and bond angles (in italics) in degrees.
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zero to 4.7° (Figure 4). The other SS bond lengths alternate
around the asymmetrical ring, with values between 198.9 and
211.9 pm. This effect is well-known from the X-ray structures
of S7dO,33 S7Br+,34 S7I+,35 and S19

2+ (the last consists of two
S7 rings connected by a chain of five sulfur atoms).36 The overall
chair conformation of the seven-membered rings in S7 and
[HS7]+ is the same, and the hydrogen atom is in an axial position
with the two torsion anglesτHSSS) -30.7° and 109.7° (Figure
4).

However, the branched isomer [S6-SH]+ (6b), as shown in
Figure 4, is by 1.8 kJ mol-1 more stable than the protonated
unbranched ring6a and, therefore, represents the global
minimum structure (Table 2). This isomer is ofCs symmetry
and also exhibits an alternating bond length pattern within the
six-membered ring of chair conformation. Because the hydrogen
atom is 300.2 pm apart from the two closest sulfur atoms of
the ring, there may be a weak attractive interaction between
the 3p lone pairs of these atoms (pointing toward the H atom)
and the positively charged hydrogen atom (+0.17).

As with the smaller [HSn]+ ions, the cation [HS7]+ favors a
singlet open chain isomer. However, this chain isomer is less
competitive in energy (Table 2) compared to the chainlike ions
[HS5]+ and [HS6]+. It is by 47.0 kJ mol-1 less stable than the
global minimum6b.

3.1.7. Octasulfur.The formal protonation of thecyclo-S8

molecule results in an ion [HS8]+ (7a) of Cs symmetry with
the eight-membered ring conformation similar to that of the free
S8 molecule and an hydrogen atom linked to one atom in an
equatorial position (see Figure 4). The increased coordination
number induces again a symmetrical bond length alternation in
7a as in the case of [HS6]+ (5a). Compared to the free S8

molecule, the torsion angle values within the ring are now more
scattered, between 94° and 103°, but the arithmetic mean of
99.8° is very close to the value calculated for S8 (98.0°). The
NBO charges of this isomer of [HS8]+ are +0.23 for the
hydrogen atom and+0.25 for the three-coordinate sulfur atom
(see Figure 3).

As in the cases of S6 and S7, the branched structure [S7-
SH]+ (7b, Figure 4) is more stable than7a, by 11.1 kJ mol-1

(Table 1). This finding is in agreement with a previous study
at the HF/3-21G(d) level, which also predicted the branched
structure [S7-SH]+ as more stable than7a.15 Structure of7b is
of C1 symmetry with a strong bond length alternation within
the seven-membered ring, with SS bonds of between 200.0 and
226.1 pm. The exocyclic SH group is in an axial position and
connected to the ring by a single bond of normal length (207.1
pm). This geometry is very similar to the experimental structure
of the S19

2+ cation with the connectivity [cyclo-S7-S5-cyclo-
S7]2+.36,37 The latter ion forms on oxidation of S8 by AsF5 in
solvents of low basicity such as liquid SO2.37 It may well be
that the first step of this reaction is an isomerization ofcyclo-
S8 to S7dS under the influence of the strong Lewis acid AsF5,
which is expected to strongly stabilize the branched form by
coordination to the exocyclic atom as the proton in7b does.

In our previous study of S8 isomers,38 a cluster structure of
C2 symmetry was found to be most stable structure besides the
crown cyclo-S8. Protonation of this cluster leads to the cation
7c (Figure 4), which is by 7.6 kJ mol-1 more stable than the
branched isomer7b (Table 1). Thus,7c represents the global
energy minimum of [HS8]+. The overall conformational changes
are small on going from the neutral to the protonated cluster
form. In particular, the planar S4 unit arising from anπ*-π*
interaction is maintained in7c. However, the SS bond lengths
within this planar unit are now rather different from those of

the neutral cluster, with the longest distance of 344.9 pm being
almost identical to the van der Waals distance between sulfur
atoms (350 pm). In other words, structure7c represents another
isomer of connectivity [S7-SH]+. Its connectivity is similar to
that of the S7dO molecule.33

The singlet chain isomer (7d) is predicted to lie 69.3 kJ mol-1

above the branched structure (7c). As with other [HSn]+ open-
chain isomers, the triplet chain [HS8]+ is higher in energy, by
89.6 kJ mol-1 (Table 2). For comparison, the neutral chainlike
S8 molecule favors the triplet state, which is significantly less
stable than the global minium, the crown-S8, by 151 kJ mol-1.38

3.1.8. General Trends in the Geometries and RelatiVe
Energies.As with the neutral molecules Sn, the cations [HSn]+

with n ) 2-4 are chainlike, and those withn ) 5-8 are cyclic.
And as one might have expected, the proton usually binds to
the atom of highest negative atomic charge. This statement holds
both for the global minimum structures of the sulfur molecules
and for their higher energy isomers. In the unbranched ho-
mocycles the proton usually binds in an axial or endo position,
with the protonated S8 ring (7a) as the only exception. In the
branched species SndS, protonation always takes place at the
exocyclic atom. With the exception of the disulfur molecule,
the protonation leads to an increase in the bond length of the
neighboring SS bond(s) and in this way these bonds are
activated. To cleave one of these bonds thermally requires much
less energy than in the corresponding unprotonated molecules.

In all cases, protonation of the branched isomer is more
favorable than the corresponding unbranched structure. For
[HS6]+, [HS7]+, and [HS8]+, the differential proton stabilization
is sufficiently large that the branched species becomes the global
energy minimum. In sharp contrast to the neutral Sn molecules
that favor a triplet chain,30 the ground state of the open-chain
ions [HSn]+ is always a singlet state. The relative stabilities of
these singlet chains are significantly smaller than the corre-
sponding neutral (unprotonated) chains. Thus, for [HS5]+, the
singlet chain is just 19.1 kJ mol-1 above the global minimum.
In summary, the branched ring and chainlike isomers are
competitive in energy in the protonated sulfur clusters [HSn] +.

A common feature of the chainlike species, such as3a, 4c,
5c, and5d, is the planar or almost planar arrangement of the
four atoms at the unprotonated chain end. This almost planar
S4 terminal unit is also a characteristic structural feature of the
triplet diradicals of Sn (n ) 1-10).30

3.2. Thermodynamic Properties.The proton affinities (PA)
of the various isomers of the Sn and Sn-1dS molecules (n )
2-8) are summarized in Table 3. The reliability of proton
affinities calculated by the G3 and related methods ((5 kJ
mol-1) is well established.20,21,39 For instance, the calculated
G3X(MP2) proton affinity (∆H298) of H2S (709.8 kJ mol-1) is

TABLE 3: Calculated G3X(MP2) Proton Binding Energies
and Gas-Phase Basicities (kJ mol-1) of the Branched and
Unbranched Molecules Sn with n ) 2-8

unbranched
molecules (Sn)

branched rings
(Sn-1dS)molecular

size (n) -∆E0 -∆H298 -∆G298 ∆E0 ∆H298 ∆G298

H2S 703.7 709.8 678.4
H2S2 724.9 730.1 701.6
2 (triplet) 619.4 623.9 600.5
2 (singlet) 731.0 735.8 711.8
3 742.8 747.7 719.3
4 775.7 781.0 751.0 782.3 786.8 758.0
5 760.2 765.7 734.1 795.4 800.5 769.3
6 735.1 740.0 714.8 835.6 840.6 809.1
7 754.7 759.6 730.0 814.5 819.2 788.9
8 744.0 748.7 724.5 795.4 799.7 772.6
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in pleasing agreement with the experimental value of 705.0 kJ
mol-1.18 Among all the Sn cluster species, the maximum proton
affinity is obtained for S6dS (835.6 kJ mol-1) and the minimum
for triplet S2 (619.4 kJ mol-1). For the unbranched molecules
S3 to S8, the predicted proton affinities lie in the range 731-
776 kJ mol-1. These values are slightly larger than those of
H2S (703.7 kJ mol-1) and H2S2 (724.9 kJ mol-1) (Table 3).
The PA values of the branched species are expectedly higher
than those of the related unbranched rings because of the high
negative charge on the exocyclic atom (see Figure 2). The odd-
numbered rings S5 and S7 with their planar arrangement of four
atoms have higher PA values than S6 and S8 with their torsion
angles of 73-90°; torsion angles near 0° result in a larger
splitting between theπ and π* molecular orbitals and conse-
quently in a higher HOMO energy. The following trend of the
proton binding energies of the unbranched species is predicted:

The gas-phase basicities (-∆G) of the unbranched ho-
mocycles S6 and S8 at 298 K are calculated as 714.8 and 724.6
kJ mol-1, respectively, and for the branched rings as 809.2 and
772.6 kJ mol-1 (Table 3). The experimental values are 702 kJ
mol-1 (S6) and 783 kJ mol-1 (S8), respectively (absolute Gibbs
energies of protonation determined by FTICR spectroscopy at
298 K,(1 kJ mol-1).15 Thus, the experimental S6 value agrees
well with the PA value predicted for the formation of the
unbranched protonated ring5a. In the case of S8, the observed
value is in accord with the formation of the branched protonated
homocycle, i.e., [S7-SH]+ (7c), in the reported experiment.

Because the proton affinities of the neutral sulfur molecules
Sn are similar in value to those of H2S (see Introduction) and
H2S2 (718 kJ mol-1),16 it should be possible to prepare solid
compounds of composition [HSn]X (n ) 6-8; X: univalent
anion of low basicity) in a fashion similar to that of the
crystalline salts [H3S][SbF6],40 [H3S2][AsF6],41 and [H3S2]-
[SbF6],41 which have been prepared from H2S and H2S2,
respectively, by protonation in the superacidic mixtures HF/
AsF5 and HF/SbF5. Access to the species [HSn]X with n ) 2-5
may be more difficult. To facilitate the future experimental
observation, the predicted fundamental vibrations of the most
stable [HSn]+ ions (n ) 2-8) and their infrared intensities have
been compiled in Table 4.

Because sulfur transfer reactions are very common between
neutral and ionic sulfur molecules, we have calculated the
reaction energies of the following disproportionation reactions

between the most stable isomers of each composition. As can
be seen below, these reactions are partly endothermic and partly
exothermic:

4. Summary

Protonation of gaseous neutral sulfur molecules Sn (n ) 2-8)
results in dramatic structural changes, and a large number of
isomers of comparable energies including branched rings and
singlet chains are predicted to exist as stable structures on the
corresponding potential energy surfaces. Strong bond length
alternation effects are predicted with the longest SS bonds
originating from the three-coordinate atoms. The global mini-
mum structures have the following connectivities and sym-
metries (by increasing numbers of sulfur atoms): [HSS]+ (Cs),
[trans-HSSS]+ (Cs), [cis-HSSSS]+ (Cs), [cyclo-HS5]+ (C1),
[cyclo-S5-SH]+ (C1), [cyclo-S6-SH]+ (Cs), [cyclo-S7-SH]+

(C1). All chainlike cations [HSn]+ (n ) 2-8) are more stable
in the singlet rather than the triplet state. The proton binding
energies of the unbranched sulfur molecules are predicted to
decrease in the following order: S4 > S5 > S7 > S8 ≈ S3 > S6

> 1S2 . 3S2 (range: 619-776 kJ mol-1). The binding energies
of the branched rings withn ) 4-8 are larger than those of the
unbranched isomers because of the negative charge on the
exocyclic atoms. The experimental protonation of gaseous S6

and S8 studied by Abboud et al.15 using FTICR spectroscopy is
shown to lead to the six-membered homocyclic cation [HS6]+

(6a) and to the branched ring [S7-SH]+ (7c), respectively.

TABLE 4: Calculated B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) Vibrational Frequencies (cm-1) and Infrared Intensities (km mol-1) of the
Protonated Sn species

species frequency (infrared intensity)

HS2
+ (1a) 2483 (16.6), 953 (0.6), 708 (0.1)

HS3
+ (2a) 2621 (35.2), 878 (11.3), 711 (36.4), 506 (34.3), 378 (18.4), 222 (2.7)

HS4
+ (3a) 2153 (16.0), 925 (2.5), 678 (37.3), 550 (14.0), 433 (7.8), 341 (12.1), 336 (0.1), 198 (0.1), 153 (1.6)

HS5
+ (4a) 2593, (29.0), 816, (2.4), 733, (7.7), 532, (2.0), 484, (1.7), 423, (1.1), 342, (0.1), 289, (0.1), 282, (0.8), 251, (1.7),

195, (5.2), 130, (3.5)
HS6

+ (5a) 2556, (19.5), 839, (6.8), 689, (7.9), 484, (0.0), 467, (0.8), 449, (0.7), 438, (0.9), 348, (1.0), 303, (0.0), 301, (4.7),
249, (0.9), 184, (0.6), 175, (0.0), 154, (1.9), 135, (0.2)

HS6
+ (5b) 2647, (37.2), 889, (2.0), 534, (0.8), 496, (14.4), 474, (8.3), 409, (0.6), 334, (4.3), 312, (0.1), 302, (11.7), 270, (4.8),

246, (0.6), 241, (11.4), 201, (1.1), 133, (0.9), 65, (1.4)
HS7

+ (6a) 2622, (28.9), 827, (3.2), 625, (11.0), 538, (6.9), 492, (0.5), 470, (0.9), 429, (0.4), 387, (3.6), 361, (1.1), 273, (0.9),
262, (2.9), 237, (6.1), 234, (2.8), 192, (2.7), 158, (0.8), 154, (0.3), 102, (0.6), 50, (1.3)

HS7
+ (6b) 2593, (3.7), 875, (7.2), 496, (10.1), 477, (3.4), 475, (1.0), 445, (2.5), 430, (1.1), 342, (0.4), 320, (0.4), 304, (1.5),

264, (1.9), 256, (18.4), 216, (1.3), 197, (8.6), 168, (0.2), 159, (1.7), 104, (1.7), 74, (0.6)
HS8

+ (7a) 2611, (59.7), 827, (2.8), 645, (10.1), 487, (2.8), 481, (1.4), 478, (0.2), 462, (0.0), 420, (0.2), 383, (2.2), 363, (0.1), 328,
(0.0), 240, (1.8), 237, (0.1), 216, (0.2), 200, (0.4), 192, (4.2), 161, (4.7), 135, (0.8), 128, (0.3), 68, (1.1), 67, (0.0)

HS8
+ (7c) 2651, (47.0), 866, (3.2), 631, (20.6), 541, (2.0), 521, (8.0), 497, (3.9), 382, (0.3), 349, (2.6), 320, (0.6), 304, (0.1), 286,

(2.4), 248 (1.1), 231, (1.3), 205, (3.5), 177, (4.1), 161, (6.0), 144, (1.1), 136, (2.9), 103, (0.3), 90, (0.8), 58, (0.3)

2[HS3]
+ (2a) f [HS2]

+ (1a) + [HS4]
+ (3a)

∆E0 ) +48.3 kJ mol-1 (2)

2[HS4]
+ (3a) f [HS3]

+ (2a) + [HS5]
+ (4a)

∆E0 ) +20.5 kJ mol-1 (3)

2[HS5]
+ (4a) f [HS4]

+ (3a) + [HS6]
+ (5b)

∆E0 ) -10.6 kJ mol-1 (4)

2[HS6]
+ (5b) f [HS5]

+ (4a) + [HS7]
+ (6b)

∆E0 ) +11.1 kJ mol-1 (5)

2[HS7]
+ (6b) f [HS6]

+ (5b) + [HS8]
+ (7c)

∆E0 ) -14.0 kJ mol-1 (6)

S4 > S5 > S7 > S8 ≈ S3 > S6 > 1S2 . 3S2
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